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DUNK A DELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gamma
sorority hosted a dunk tank
event Thursday to raise money
for its philanthropy. Check
out photos from the event in
CAMPUS on PAGE 10

BGNEWS.COM
It Gets Better'founder
visits campus
Go online
to read
about Dan Savage,
founder of the It Gets
Better Campaign and
his visit to the University
on Wednesday

SPORTS
Falcons sweep EKU
at home
Katie Yoho and Paige
Bergers had offensive
bests in the BG Softball
team's sweep against
Eastern Kentucky

University students will have the chance
to experience another culture Saturday
when the BGSU [apanese dub and the
Asian Studies Program will host the
11th annual Ohanam: Cherry Blossom
Festival in room 101 Obcamp Hall at 6
pjn.
The celebration of the btooming cher-

University at home
| PAGE 7

^

See BLOSSOMS | Page 2'
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CHERRY BLOSSOM trees growing at the University come from the trees originally planted in Washington DC in 1912

College students influence 2012 campaign
PULSE

Supporters from both political parties prepare for upcoming presidential election

Student films to be
screened

By Eric Lagatta
Reporter

The University Film
Organization is hosting
the 13th annual Film
and Media Festival
I PAGE 3

FORUM
Binary Beings
Columnist James
Pfundstein utilizes
driving metaphors to
prove that we have
more than two political
options | PAGE 5
Are you voting?
Why or why not?
K| should be.
because my
friend wi love
me if I vote for
Ron Pad.
ROSSJANKOWSKI
Freshman. Business

it

College
Democrats
and
Republicans disagree on some
issues, but there is one view that
both organizations share — the
importance of college students
getting out to vote.
College students have a historically low turnout on Election
Day. In 2008, 44 percent of
youths 18 to 24 years old came
out to vote, compared to 65 percent of adults 45 to 64 years old
who voted, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau.
With the 2012 presidential elections approaching,
both College Republicans and
Democrats are beginning to
increase campaign efforts to
bring more college students out
to the polls.
The College
Democrats
are currently participating
in "Pledge to Reg," a competition among universities across
Ohio to see who can register the
most voters, said senior Danni
McConnell, president of the
College Democrats.
"We can't register them now,
but we're taking down their
information, and we're sending out reminders in the fall,"

McConnell said.
The College Democrats' goal
is to register 1,001 students,
since 1001 Wooster Street is
the address of the University,
she said. They currently
have around 500 signed up.
The organization also works
with "Organizing for America,"
the local campaign working for
Obama's re-election. They are
currently working on the structure for the campaign in the fall.
The College Democrats are
looking for people to help any
way they can.
"We're scouting and identifying individuals to be
leaders in our organization,"
McConnell said.
The College Republicans are
currently waiting to see who will
get the GOP nomination and
then they will begin to show
support with sidewalk chalk,
fliers and tables in the Union,
said sophomore David Hector, a
member of the organization.
The organization is also looking to have a debate between
Congressman Bob Latta and
Angela Zimmann in the fall,
Hector said. The debate would
focus around local and national issues.
Alex Nash, a sophomore,

"It's important for
college students to
vote because we're the
voice of the people."
David Hector | Sophomore

thinks both parties should focus
more on appealing to the college
demographic.
"Both parties need to get college voters to come out more
because they're the lowest turnout," Nash said.
Nash believes many students
don't vote because they don't
think their vote matters.
"People think, 'I'm just one
vote, and my opinion isn't gonna
be heard,' and so many start to
think that way," he said.
Hector also emphasized the
important role college students
serve in elections.
"It's important for college students to vote because we're the
voice of the people in the next 40
years," he said.
McConnell said she does not
believe the low college voter

CAMPUS
BRIEF
University offers students
methods to voice opinions
Starting this month, students can let the
University know what aggravates them.
Through Facebook. Wfc, email arid a website
students can voice their concerns about aspects
of campus life.
Once students voice the* concerns through
different channels, an Efficiency Task Force,
formed by the University, wl investigate students'
concerns and try to find possible solutions
The task force is made up of "representatives
from faculty, staff and students." said Rodney
Rogers, senior vice president for academic affairs
and provost in a campus-wide email sent out
April 11.
Rogers encouraged members of the University
community to offer their suggestions, according
to the email
The purpose of the task force is to "mprove
the students'experience on campus." said Kale
Durkit student member of the task force
When students comment their input is cataloged so the task force can look over it when they
meet, Durkit said.
"[Comments] could be things the students find
that are conflicting or problematic with programs,
policies or student life in general." Durkit said
The task force was set up m early Apnl and it
wants to gather feedback from as many students
as possble before the end of the year.
In June, the task force wi split into groups
vtach wi work on different topics of student
concern.
There wi be updates on the website as the
task force creates and implements new things,
accordng to the email.

See ELECTION | Page 2

Be our guest!
Enroll in summer courses at The University of Toledo!
View the classes offered at utole.do/summer2012

TOLEDO

1 Month FREE rent
with 12 month leases
at Bentwood Estates

Manand by. Grttnbrtar, Inc.
445 EWooatar Stoat
(419| J52-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
\
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EOTO & KRADDY
SUNDAY, APRIL 22 @ 8:00pm
Tickets: $15 Advance, S20 at door

FRIDAY NIGHTS

WED.,
APRIL 18
7:15 P.M.
Abdulaziz Khalid O.
Alomair. 24. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession of drug paraphernalia: Moayad Abdulaziz
A. Alsuliman. 19. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for possession of marijuana; and Mohammed
Saleh Alsaquer. 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for possession of drug
paraphernalia and marijuana within the 2000
block of E. Napoleon
Road.

THURS.,
APRIL 19
-12:55 A.M.
Sarah E. Tasse. 19. of
Gibsonburg, Ohio, was
cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia; and
Nadia N. Alzamami. 20.
of Bowling Green, was
cited for possession of
marijuana within the 1600
block of E. Wooster St.
.3:03 A.M.
A man allegedly admitted to being struck by
a white male dressed
in black within the 100
block of N Prospect St.
He also allegedly admitted to "shooting his
mouth off" and wanted
nothing done about the
incident.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

BLOSSOMS
From Page 1

The University has over 50
Yoshino cherry blossom trees
on campus, marking a unique
connection with the Japanese
culture that stretches back
exactly 100 years, lones said.
In 1912, the Mayor of Tokyo
presented American President
William 1 toward Taft and First
Lady Helen Taft with the gift of
cherry blossom trees as a symbol of friendship between the
two nations. Those trees continue to grow in Washington
D.C., according to the National
Cherry Blossom Festival website (nationalcherryblossomfestival.org).
The story continues to
Bowling Green as three cuttings from those original trees
were moved and planted at
the University because of the
school's work with Japanese
students and alumni, tones
said. The University is the only
institution in the nation to
have received the honor.
The three original trees
thrive on campus today next
to Shatzel Mall and started
the tradition of Alumni from
or working in lapan to donate
more cherry blossom trees.
Today there are over 50 around
campus, according to a press
release from the University.
The festival, which is free
and open to the public, will
give visitors the chance to
experience Japanese culture
firsthand. There will be activities such as Japanese calligraphy, origami, traditional
games and martial arts presentations. Authentic Japanese
, foods and drinks will be availJones said. A raffle will
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also be held for visitors.
To marie the centennial of
the "Gift of Trees," the Japanese
government designed an official seal featuring two cherry
blossoms. The first 500 visitors
to the event will get a free button featuring this design.
"We had to get permission
to use this symbol from the
Japanese government," Jones
said. "It is very serious and is
considered a very special design
just for this year's celebration."
The festival will do more than
just educate people on another
culture; it will also help other
people in need, said Jones. All
proceeds and donations from
the event will go to the Japan
Earthquake Relief Fund.
"It is a way of helping other
people and remember we are
all together," Jones said.
President Mazey and the
Consulate General of Japan
from Detroit will both be
attending the event, according
to the news release.
The event filled the room to
capacity last year, and Jones
hopes to see even more people
take part in this year's event.
"It's very important to get
as many people as possible
exposed to Japanese culture
and become comfortable with
other cultures," Jones said.
"In a small town like Bowling
Green, lots of people don't get
to experience other cultures
and traditions."
Everyone is invited to experience the event and help
continue a long and unique
University tradition, she said.
"We want to get not only
students, but everyone to
come, from kids to adults,"
Jones said. "It will be fun, and
it is a wayip honor those who
gave us those trees."

10 PM til 2:30 AM
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Kraddy @ 10pm * EOTO @ 11pm
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ELECTION
From Page 1

turnout stems from student's apathy, because college students care about
many things.
"I think college students
have this idea that they
don't matter [but) in actuality, it matters if they vote
a great deal."
McConnell said students
have influenced many elections.
"When students get out
to vote, we've seen a lot of
victories," she said.
College students in particular had a hand in influencing the 2008 presidential election.
The turnout of young voters
18 to 29 years old increased
from 49 percent in 2004 to
51 percent in 2008, according to data collected by the
Center for Information and
Research of Civic Learning
and Engagement.
"I think that Barack
Obama, in 2008, did a lot to
specifically address college
students," McConnell said.
He did this through pioneering the use of YouTube,
a much better way to reach
youths than through a
newspaper, she said.
Candidates have also
begun to embrace Twitter
and Facebook as a way to
attract young voters, she
said.
Given that the 2008 presidential election was so
historic, McConnell said
she does not think college
voters will be as energized
in 2012.
"|I hope) they'll" real-

DJ MANNY

18 & U[ * '1 A. f.j-i FREE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel

One issue McConnell
ize what has changed in
the last four years and identified as being in
realize their interests in the interests of students is Obama's stuthat," she said.
McConnell said many dent loan plan.
"If students work in
of Obama's major successes are not given due the public sector for 10
years after they gradurecognition.
"Sometimes
they're ate, then that debt is
downplayed because of forgiven," she said.
There is, however anothsomething that didn't
get accomplished the er major issue important to
way everybody wanted it college students.
In the 2010 midterm
accomplished," she said.
Hector, however, sees elections, 59 percent
a different reason for the of young voters said the
economy was the most
support for Obama.
"I think a lot of it was important issue facing
just because he was some- the U.S., according to the
thing new [and because] Center for Information and
George W. Bush stained Research of Civic Learning
what a Republican was," and Engagement.
"I think for college stuhe said. "People weren't
happy with the way things dents it would be to get the
were going so they wanted economy turned around so
a change so they went to there would be jobs for us
when we graduate," Hector
the Democrats."
Hector said he wants said.
to see college students
come out and vote IN THE 2010
against Obama.
"If you're unhappy MIDTERM ELECTION:
with Obama, vote for ■ 57 percent of young
voters (18-29) voted
a Republican candiDemocrat and 40 perdate because he will
cent Republican. 45
have the best chance
percent of all voters
of beating Obama."
voted Democrat and 52
Nash said he sees a lot
percent Republican.
of competition in the ■ 27 percent of young votRepublican race that
ers supported the Tea
could potentially split the
Party and JO percent
opposed (38 percent
vote among Republicans.
neutral). 40 percent of
This could happen if
all voters supported the
someone like Ron Paul
Tea Party.
runs on the independent
■ 60 percent of young
ticket, he said.
voters said they
Hector agreed with this
approved of Obama
possibility.
while 45 percent of
"The field's so open this
all voters approved of
year that I think it's imporObama.
_
I"
tant thai Republicans rally
|t
around whoever's elected."
(courtesy of CIRCLE)

STAY ON TOP
THIS SUMMER

Classes begin May 29.

Earn college credits at Cuyahoga
Community College (Tri-C*)
The credits earned at Tri-C are accepted at all
public colleges and universities across the state.*

Cuyahoga
Community
College

$91.22 PER CREDIT
for Cuyahoga County residents

THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF OHIO'S TRANSFER GUARANTEE Ohio has developed Transfer

Where futures begin"

Assurance Guides (TAGs) to assist students in earning bachelor's degrees in 38 different
degree paths by recognizing equivalent courses that will transfer and apply to the pathway
major at all public higher education institutions in the state.

888-855-3266
www.trl-c.edu/bgsu
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Broadway Cares to host
performance, increase awareness
ByAMyVM*
Pulse Reporter

For junior Cassandra Utt, making
a difference and helpings those in
need has been something she has
wanted to accomplish for a long time.
Utt heard about the organization Broadway Cares and decided
to accept the challenge when it was
handed to her.
'It began in New York City," Utt
said. "When it first started at our
University, there were a few small
performances with music and the-

£

Cassandra Utt
Founder of
Broadway Cares
on campus

atre majors off campus."
Utt wanted to make Broadway
Cares an actual organization at the
University and focused more on raising awareness of HIV.
"I began to talk to other organizations last semester to try to help out

with how I should approach this
project and what I needed to do in
order to make this into an actual
organization," Utt said. "Musical
theater students and Student
Wellness are two organizations that
have helped out a lot, as well as
many other organizations."
Not only did Utt get into contact
with organizations on campus to
help out, but she also talked to the
Dean of the College of Music and
Joseph Norton associate director of
See BROADWAY I Page 4

PULSE
BRIEF
Students to perform
improv, raise money for
national charity
Students will perform improv for six
hours at Happy Badger cafe for Theta
Alpha Phi's Improvathon Friday.
"There will be six straight hours of short
form improv comedy, sort of like 'Whose
Line is it Anyway?'" said Tommy Duvall,
Theta Alpha Phi philanthropy committee

head.
Theta Alpha Phi is the University's only
theatre honorary fraternity, Duvall said. The
fraternity is coed, and its goal is to promote
theatre at the University and in the community.
In addition to student performers, the
Improvathon will feature one-hour shows by
the improv groups Bad Genetics and The

Plastic Shatners.
The fraternity will be selling raffle
tickets for SO cents each to raise money
for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS,
Duvall said. This is the first year the group
has donated to another organization; half
of the money raised will go to Broadway
Cares, and the other half will go to Theta

Alpha Phi.
"The goal is to have fun." Duvall said.
'We're hoping to raise a fairly good amount
of money; when we give it to Broadway
Cares we want to make somewhat of an
impact."
While this is not the first year Theta
Alpha Phi has hosted the Improvathon. this
is the first year it will take place at Happy
Badger.
"We wanted to try something new."
Duvall said. 'We want to bring in people
who may have never heard of it before and
have a good time."
The event begins at noon Friday and
ends at 6 p.m.

BECKY LAABS, owner of Art-A-Site gallery in Bowling Green, has a love for the city and a passion for art which began when she was young and carried over from her 30 year career as a local art teacher at Bowling Green City Schools.

The Attic provides
night of local music
University students, alumni to perform free show
By Erin Cox
Pulse Editor

The Attic will host "A Night in the
Attic" Tuesday, April 24. The event
will feature local musicians for a
night of free music.
The artists for the event began to
come together when local artist
and University senior Cory Breth
filled in for friend Zack Fletcher at
a fundraiser in the fall of 2010, and
the owner of the Attic told him
he could come back and play any
Monday night he wanted to.
From there, Breth and Fletcher
started playing shows at The Attic
sporadically.
"The owner said that they didn't
have anything going on Monday
nights, so basically he said I could
come back and play whenever,"
Breth said. "It's a fun way for Zack
and I to get together and play some
music on an off night."
Fletcher, now a University alumnus, is a member of the Flaming
Hot Marbles, which plays locally.
Fletcher also performs solo as he
will Tuesday night.
"This is the only one we've had
this semester," Fletcher said.
"When it first started out we
were having shows there once or
twice a month, but as busy college students, it ended up being
less than that."

Tuesday night will feature
Fletcher, Breth, Danny Humbarger
and Live Muzik.
"It's all up to Cory and I who
plays at the show," Fletcher said.
"Sometimes it's just the two of us
handing off sets to each other all
night, but a few other occasions
we have others join us."
Fletcher said his music is
a mix of blues, folk, rock and
singer-songwriter. Breth and
Humbarger also stick to a singersongwriter style.
Michael Williams, of the group
Live Muzik, said they have a
unique sound with a blend of gospel, R&B, jazz and hip hop.
"I know it's going to be an
amazing experience," Williams
said. "We work really diligently,
and there will be some music for
everybody that night. It's going to
be exciting."
Breth said that he likes to get
new people to come out and play
with Fletcher and him to draw in
a new crowd and help the musicians have the chance to play in a
different spot.
"The Attic provides an intimate
acoustic setting and a relaxed
atmosphere," Breth said.
Breth also said that the show
Tuesday night will provide stuSee ATTIC | Page 6

University organization hosts film and
media festival, recognizes student work
ByTyfarSliilUmim
Pulse Reporter

Anight of stand-up comedy, student
film and awards are in store this
weekend as the 13th annual BGSU
Film and Media Festival gets underway. The event is dually hosted by
BG Reel and the University Film
Organization.
Quinn George, University Film
Organization president and senior,
said he hopes the festival will do
two things.
"I hope that it brings attention to
the high quality of work being created by BGSU students," George said.
"And that student's work will be
recognized and rewarded amongst
their peers."
George discussed why they have
decided to show some of the judges'
work to start the festival.
"It will help the participants
know who they are being judged
by so they have a point of reference," George said. "We brought in
an alumnus, Matt Smith, as one of
the judges to show the work that
BG film graduates have been able to
accomplish outside of college."
Jordan Salkil is the other judge,
and he is a local film-maker who
runs Eye Open Pictures.
More than 30 student films
will be shown on Saturday, the
number was difficult to come to,
George said. Last year there were
only 30 submissions, but this year
submissions included 50 films,

and it was difficult to cut a lot of
them, George said.
As president, George has had a
lot on his plate the last month He
aided in selecting the student films
and making sure all are "up to par,"
secured the judges and locations,
tracked down prizes and awards
and basically took care of any of the
organizational minutia that goes
into an event of this size.
"It has been quite stressful,"
George said. "This is the second
year I have helped organize the festival, and I would not have been
able to do it without all the help of
the UFO officers. They have been a
huge help."
George discussed why the festival
is so important to the film community and the campus in general
"We want to have a big blowout
event for all the Bun students at the
end of the year," George said. "So
they can see other work that has
been going on outside their circle
of friends and can have their work
recognized."
Ethan Roberts is the treasurer of
UFO and is on the planning board
for the Film and Media Festival He
also discussed the festival and its
significance.
"Any university with a film production program needs a venue for
students to showcase their work,"
Roberts said'There is an important
tradition of viewing film."
This year the Festival opened up
for students all over Ohio to submit
their work and while it was only

Rim & Media Festival
Friday
7:30 p.m. - Showcase of stand
up comedians, screening of the
judges' work and a Q and A with
the judges
Saturday
3 - 6 p.m. and 7 -11 p.m. - Student film exhibition

Sunday
7:30 p.m. - Awards ceremony

The festival will take place at the
Gish Theater in Hanna Hall.

University students who submitted
work this year, Roberts explained
why they decided to make it available
to everyone.
"We are hoping to increase our
size and name brand," Roberts said.
"That way, winning the festival will
have more weight and create as much
diversity as possible."
Not all of the students who submitted films are film majors, and
Roberts said anyone interested in
rnedia products uTcluding telecom
munkaijons, visual communication
technology and broadcast, should get
S*eUF0|Pagt4
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ART
From Page 3
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ART-A-SITE gallery, located at 116 South Main Street in Bowling Green, features almost 100 artists' and photographers' work.

Near the cash register of the
gallery, Laabs has a picture displayed of her late parents, who
she said are her "silent partners."
After starting out with only
11 artists paying the annual
$40 fee to sell their work in her
gallery, Laabs said she now has
close to 100 area artists featured at Art-A-Site.
"What we can offer them is
an additional venue to display
their work." Laabs said. "It's a
way to get great exposure and
to stan a following to get collectors of their work."
One of the best-selling artists at Art-A-Site is Dcrothyann
Strange, a local photographer
who specializes in pictures of
Bowling Green.
"It enables me to have a
constant venue to show off my
stuff," Strange said. 'It's all art
people would enjoy to have in
their homes."

Strange said her pictures of
kxal Bowling Green sites, like
the town's only sledding hill sell
reaDy well at the gallery. Having
Laabs as an owner doesn't hurt
either, she said
"Becky is always changing it,
and she has a wonderful eye for
displaying things," Strange said
"Every time you walk in, it's new
and fresh."
In addition to being Art
A-Site's owner and only paid
employee, Laabs also teaches
art dasses in the gallery. From
home-schooled children, to
adults wanting to learn about
water colors, Laabs said she still
loves teaching.
Some students come to Laabs
even while they're attending an
art dass at school to receive additional education.
1 dont embellish, but I enrich
what they're doing in high
school," Laabs said "The community is so very supportive of
the arts."
Laabs' sen. Jon Laabs, said
his mother is a hard worker and

enjoys what she does.

"She loves this town with
all her heart," Jon said "Art has
always been her passion."
laabs used to visit a nursing
home in town and teach the
residents art to keep their minds
IIINII.1I

in said.

"Shell do anything the comminity wants her to do," he said
"She loves students, and she
loves art She's a rare find"
Laabs said she is grateful for all
the support the community has
given her and likes to pay it back.
"If only one person signs up
for an art dass, we don't cancel
the dass," she said "Our gift to
BG is to offer this gallery."
Strange said she, like the other
artists featured in the gallery, is
thankful for the opportunity to
share her work and advises customers to stop in.
"Its a great place to buy gifts
because you don't have to walk
in with $100 — you can go in
with $10," Strange said "Art-ASite is an undiscovered jewel in
our town."

UFO
From Page 3

involved with the festival.
Richard Sanders, a sophomore film student, submitted
two films, but neither was
accepted into the festival.
"It is a very strong year for
the media festival" Sanders
said. "There were strong submissions in the drama and
comedy category and overall
a very competitive year."
While Sanders did not
have any films accepted, he is
hopeful for the future.
"You learn better for the following year, and it allows you
to work on your craft more,"
Sanders said. "Not getting in
was disappointing, but hopefully I'll be there next year. It is
a great opportunity to grow as
a film-maker."
Sanders said he is really, looking forward.to,, two
films; "Funeral Procession"
by Courtney Hutton and
"Razorblades" by BG Reel
"(Razorblades) looks to bea
pretty killer film," he said.
Cynthia Baron, an associate professor in the film
department, has seen the
progression of the festival.
"It's a neat process to see
the evolution because I've
seen all thirteen years of the
festival" Baron said. "It is part
of a continuing tradition and
builds on past ones."
WANT EVEN MORE?
Wish you could read The
Pulse every day of the
week? Check us out online for exclusive stories,
reviews and photos at
BGNews.com

PHOTO PROVIDED

BROADWAY CARES, A national charity with an organization at the University, will host an event Monday night to raise money for HIV and AIDS awareness. The organization currently has approximately 25
members The organization plans to have several more events next year, including hosting auditions at the beginning of the year for the performances it will put on during the year.

BROADWAY
From Page 3

education and outreach for
Broadway Cares, to help make
this happen.
Norton helps Universities
who volunteer time to bring
Broadway Cares to their
campuses.
Broadway Cares, which
began in 1987 in New York
City, is a national charity where performers put
on Broadway shows to help
raise money for HIV and
AIDS awareness.
"We do a lot of outreach to
school theater programs and
community service organizations," Norton said. "All of
the Broadway shows and off
Broadway shows and professional theaters across the

country voluntarily raise
money for us, and then we
send that money out to grant
programs."
When Utt contacted
Norton, Broadway Cares
immediately began to help
Utt get started and sent her
stuff for the performance.
"We accepted anything
they could help us with and
help provide us with," Utt said.
Broadway Cares sent the
University logos, pamphlets
about their organization and
anything they had available
to support raising awareness
about the issue.
There have been 220 colleges and universities in the past
five years which have been
involved in Broadway Cares,
helping to raise an estimated
amount of $50,000 each year.
"A lot of high schools are

involved as well and between
colleges, conservatories and
high schools they raised
probably $130,000 a year,"
Norton said. "When you multiply that to volunteers and
people who are supporting
the arts, and people who
graduate that automatically
become our volunteers, [that
is a| really wonderful way to
invest in the population."
Each University that participates in Broadway Cares
sends the money directly to
New York City where they
then send it to grantees near
the University's location.
The University's Broadway
Cares recently became an
organization on campus a few
weeks ago with about 25 members so far.
"We are hoping, especially
starting next year, to do a lot

more than just a cabaret,'said
Jason Eschnofen treasurer of
BroadwayCares. "Wearegoing
to have other events and do
something for World AIDS Day,
and we have been in contact
with the AIDS Resource Center
in Toledo, and just doing a lot
ofother things to support this."
They plan on hosting auditions for the performances at
the beginning of each year
and are welcoming anybody
who wants to be involved in
BroadwayCares.
"Even if you aren't in the
performance, there is still
stuff to be done such as helping with back stage stuff,"
Eschnofen said.
The first performance will
be this Monday, April 23, at 8
pjn. in the Donnell Theatre in
the Wolfe Center for the Arts.
"There's a silent auction that

ONE MONTH FREE RENT
3OR 4

will be in the Wolfe Center as
part of our event, and we have
gotten donations from different places in the community
of items that we are going to
auction off," Eschnofen said.
"Broadway Cares in New York
City also sent us some items
such as posters signed by the
original Broadway cast."
Although the organization
has only had a month to prepare, based on past years, the
organization's goal is $1000.
"I personally would like to
raise more than $1000. and
I think Cassie 11 It 11 would as
well" Eschhofen said
The organization has big
plans in the future and plans
to do more diverse events.
"Campus awareness is like
icing on the cake for us, and
we are very grateful here,"
Norton said.

BGNews.com
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Specials end April 18th!

445 East Wooster Street

419-35207x7

greenbriarrentals.com

• Near Campus
• Security Fence
• 24HrAccess
• Clean
•Many Sizes
' U-HaLiI Available

Summer
Storage!
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"'

(419)354-0070
1724 E. Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

343 S. Main

$725.00

123 E. Merry St.

$715.00

127 E. Merry St.

$700.00

Newlove Rentals

1
I
I

1
1

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-3S2-S620
www.newloverentals.com

u

• Three bedroom houses
• Close to downtown
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SHELDON'S GAMING ADDICTION

Evolution is as reasonable as theory of gravity

Those that want to deny evolution should consider how
this could be inconsistent
with believing in gravity.
For starters, those that derisively dismiss the theory of
evolution, as originally postulated by Charles Darwin,
as "just a theory" should
remember that the theory of
gravity, as originally postulated by Isaac Newton, also
has the "theory" label.
They are both bona fide
scientific theories; therefore
they are as credible and reasonable as any other concrete
concept in science can be (it
takes a lot for a concept to be
distinguished as a "theory"),
and should not be dismissed
as "just theories."
Another argument by some
takes the form of an attack on
the messenger himself, saying
of Darwin that he was a bigot
and such, in an attempt to
discredit the concept of evolution by discrediting him.
For the sake of argument
let's go a step further; let's just
say that Darwin possessed
the most deranged, insane
ideas of all time. Given that
concession it would still be
a fallacious argument, as an
idea should be judged solely
on its own merits, not on the
merits of the person putting
forward the idea
We should remember that

1MEKNEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
AdyeUJaoa 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

"In the same way that it would absurd
for an anti-gravity former child-actor to
preach at campuses that gravity doesn't
occur since Newton was wrong about
some aspects of it, so it is absurd for
anti-evolution Cameron to do likewise."
some aspects of it, so is it
absurd for anti-evolution
Cameron to do likewise.
At this time there may be
an anti-evolutionist reader
saying, "Why does he keep
on comparing gravity to evolution; gravity is clearly real
as it can be observed while
evolution has never been
seen happening."
First of all, it should be
pointed out that evolution
has been observed. For some
examples of plants, animals,
and single celled organisms
being observed evolving
please consult the following
link: http://www.talkorigins.
org/faqs/faq-speciationhtml.
Secondly let's assume that
evolution has never been
observed; this would not
mean that the concept of evolution is false.
This is because science, and
generally rational thought
itself, does not depend entirely upon direct observation.
Research into the "clues"
of evolution (DNA, fossils,
etc.) can, and do, bear witness to its truth (think about
the television show "CSI" and
how they can solve murders
using the dues left behind the
crime, without witnessing the

ALISSA WIDMAN, MANAGING EDITOR
MAX FIIBY, NEWS EDITOR
LAUREN POFF. WEB EDITOR
KATIE DOLCIATO, DESIGN EDITOR
BYRON HACK. PHOTO EDITOR

crime itself.)
And just as there are benefits for a society that largely
accepts the credibility of the
theory of gravity (a society
that condemned the concept
of gravity would turn out rather bad architects and have a
horrid space program to say
the least), there are also benefits for a wide acceptance of
the theory of evolution.
I'll leave you with the
University of California,
Berkeley pointing out just one
of the many societal benefits
to the theory of evolution on
the medical section of their
website: "Evolutionary theory
predicted that bacterial resistance would happen. But evolutionary theory also gives
doctors and patients some
specific strategies for delaying
even more widespread evolution of antibiotic resistance...
Ultimately, recognizing bacteria as evolving entities and
understanding their evolution should help us to control
that evolution, allowing us to
prolong the useful lifespan of
antibiotics.''

Respond to Matliew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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There are two kinds of people, the old joke runs: people who think there are two
kinds of people, and people
who don't think there are
two kinds of people.
Most seem to think
there are two kinds of
people. Conservative or
liberal. Student or faculty.
Faculty or administration.
Employee or employer.
Player or hater.
We're constantly cutting
the body of society in two
and saying, "You get that
half, but I get this half. And,
by the way, my half is great
and yours sucks."
Maybe this is hard-wired
in our brains. That's a very
trendy school of thought
these days. It all goes back
to the hunter-gatherer
period, some people say,
when conservatives were
killing mastodons with
rolled up copies of the
National Review, but liberals were inventing community by texting each
other on stone tablets.
Maybe. There's some
interesting work being
done that suggests that
people who identify as
conservatives or liberals
are motivated by different
inborn emotional responses, (http://nymag.com/
news/features/liberalsconservatives-2012-4/).
But, personally, I'm suspicious of binary alternatives. Some things are just
true or false. Sometimes
you have to turn right or
left. Sometimes you have
to go up or down. But more
often there's a third way,
a fourth way, a plenitude
of ways to understand the
world that binary thinking misses.
Say you're driving on
a road and you believed
you always had to go right
or left at an intersection.
You'd be missing a couple
of obvious alternatives:
straight ahead, or maybe
flipping a u-turn and going
back the way you came. If
all you care about is following a preconceived rule
("Right or left! It's always
right or left!"), then there's
no problem. But if you are
using the road to get somewhere, this is a bad way to
think about roads.
Even worse would be if
you said to yourself, "There
are two kinds of people:
left-turn people and right-

turn people. I'm a right rum
person! I always turn right,
because 'right' means 'correct'!" People like that
would never get anywhere;
they'd spend their lives
driving around the same
four sides of a square.
That would be stupid.
And yet, that's how many
people organize their political thought: right or left,
this group or that group.
If the only way politics
matters is to provide people
groups to join, so that they
can celebrate themselves
and vilify others, then this
isn't a problem.
But if politics is like
a road, if it's a means to
an end and not an end in
itself, this is a terrible way
to think about politics.
A policy is based on
premises that are true or
false. It has effects which
are fair or unfair. These
values (truth and fairness)
are real, in a way that nametags like "conservative" or
"liberal" can never be real
Say our right-turn person is travelling along the
edge of a cliff. He comes to
a turn in the road where
he has to turn left, or go
straight or turn right and
fall off the cliff.
The law of gravity doesn't
care if he is a right-turn person or a left-tum person.
The law of gravity doesn't
care what reasons he has
for falling off the edge of
the cliff. The law of gravity will smash him on the
rocks below the cliff and
that will be that. When a
left-turn person comes
along the road in the opposite direction, and falls off
the cliff rather than take a
right turn, the law of gravity
will smash him with equal
enthusiasm.
This is an election year,
and Ohio is a purple state
— the kind of state that
determines the course of a
national election. All year
long people will be screaming at us, telling us about
left and right, left and right.
That binary thinking
doesn't matter. The questions we should be asking
are: is this person telling the
truth, based on the ascertainable facts, or not? Is the
policy they are proposing (or
denouncing) fair or unfair?
We can use politics like a
road, to get where we want
to go. But not if we can't
bring ourselves to look left
as well as right.

Respond to James at
tnenews@bgnews.com
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Binary thinking
endangers US politics
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Newton believed that "the
menstrual blood of the sordid whore" possessed magical properties, among other
absurd beliefs.
Although he would have
been a horrible gynecologist,
he was in fact a very good
physicist, and his absurd
beliefs should not discredit
the theory of gravity in the
same way that the theory of
evolution should not be discredited by any strange ideas
Darwin may have held.
There are also some
that attack the theory of
evolution through pointing out flaws in Charles
Darwin's original manuscript on the matter, "On
the Origins of Species."
This has been the favorite
route of criticism for some
people, including former
child-actor Kirk Cameron
who has passed out free
copies of the book on several campuses in the past
while pointing out some
incorrect passages, in an
effort to discredit the whole
idea of evolution.
Again we should turn to
gravity to discredit this line
of reasoning, as it should
be pointed out that Newton
got several things wrong in
his original writings on the
matter (including, but not
limited to, a false conception of comets).
In the same way that it
would be absurd for an antigravity former child-actor
to preach at campuses that
gravity doesn't occur since
Newton was wrong about

"fes, it's our
privfegeas
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Professor writes book about heavy metal
Academic book of essays used in popular culture classes explores genre origins, effects of heavy metal in global society
ByAbbyW.l.h
JfPfMV WALLAOI. MAKRIS M
AND PAUt D GREf Nf EOITORS

METAL
RULES
THEGLOBE
MfAVV MftAl MUSIC ABOUND THE »VO»lO

JEREMY WALLACH. associate professor, contributed to the book "Metal
Rules the Globe" and uses it in his class.

ROCK ON, ONLINE
For more information on Wallach's book
as well as photos, links and lyrics from
heavy metal songs, visit
www.metairukstheghbe.com

Pulse Reporter

For leremy Wallach, heavy
metal and head banging are
just what he grew up with.
Wallach, associate professor in popular culture at
the University, wrote some
of the essays in his second
book, "Metal Rules the Globe:
Heavy Metal Music around
the World."
The book contains a collaboration of academic
essays on metal scenes in fifteen countries.
The book came out at
the end of 2011, which was
perfect for Christmas gifts,
Wallach said.
"On Amazon it was bought
along with Metallica monopoly and head banger gifts,"
Wallach said. "It was actually
on this list of 'fun things to
buy' along with KISS biographies and things like that"
The book doesn't only
serve the purpose of a good
Christmas gift; it also gives
his students the gift of a classroom tool.
Students do not seem fond
of this idea, Wallach said.
"I think students think it's a
scam, but I don't receive any
money from using the book
in my classes," Wallach said.
"I use the books because they
are relevant."
Wailach is debating whether he will continue using his
books in classes because stu-

and power in music,"
Wallach said.
It took Wallach and
the other authors,
meaningful in different places and becomes a
Harris Berger and Paul
way for people in different circumstances to find Greene, 11 years to complete the book.
meaning and power in music"
"By 2005 we had a
better idea of who and
Jeremy Wallach | Author
what was going to be in
Indonesia," came out in 2008 the book," he said. "We had
dents don't like it.
Not everyone dislikes and was inspired by his trips a lot of chapters already by
that point."
Wallach's book; one of around Asia.
Wallach and the other
"Because heavy metal in
Wallach's former students
Asia was what was going on authors are confident that
enjoyed it.
Graduate Student Nick in my field sight, it became the book turned out the way
Ware read Wallach's book and my research interest, and they perceived and think it
feels like this novel is impor- from that I became inter- was well designed and well
tant because "it engages not ested in the globalization worth the long process,
only with heavy metal, but in heavy metal," Wallach Wallach said.
"We've already gotten two
with an ever-more-rapidly said. "Other people began
to notice its importance in reviews, and it usually takes
globalized popular culture."
The book's main focus is the places they were from at least a year to get a reaction
from anybody," Wallach said.
what made heavy metal into or lived."
what is believed to be the best
Years later, Wallach and "One was from Razorcake,
music of all time. It contains other people became inter- which is a magazine and
the history of metal music as ested in putting together a Metal Rules website, and
well as globalizing effects on book of case studies of heavy both reviews were quite positive, which was nice."
race and gender.
metal in different countries.
The book is $26 and can
"A lot of the people who
Wallach was inspired to
became interested in study- write the book based on the be purchased on Amazon,
ing metal as a scholar are outlook of a "typical metal com, Barnes and Nobles.
about my age," Wallach fan and a typical metal com, Powell's Books and
Ramalama Records in
said. "I became interested in band."
Wallach believes that Toledo.
studying heavy metal from
"'Metal Rules the Globe'
a scholarly perspective. I heavy metal is a genre that
ended up doing research in seems to matter to people all is the first scholarly book to
specifically explore heavy
Indonesia for my doctorate, around the world.
"The book discusses how metal as an international
and that area happens to
Graduate
be one of the biggest metal musical form becomes phenomenon,"
scenes in the world."
meaningful in different Student Benjamin Olson
Wallach's first book, places and becomes a way said. "This book is an inspi"Modern Noise,
Fluid for people in different cir- ration to metal heads and
Genres: Popular Music in cumstances to find meaning scholars everywhere."

"The book discusses how musical form becomes
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Coverage of Broadway Cares' benefit performance Tuesday

dents a chance to relax
before finals and escape
from the end of the year
stresses.
"This will be my last show

in BG for awhile since I'm
graduating, so I'm excited
to play, and I want others to
come out and have a good
time," Breth said.
"A Night in the Attic" starts
at 9 p.m. and will be free of
charge.
"The bar scene on Tuesday

nights is historically not that
good, so this gives people
something to look forward to
on a Tuesday night," Fletcher
said. "There will be good
music provided by some talented musicians who really
have something special and
unique to offer."

"A Night in the Attic"
Where

Peformers

The Attic, 110 Main Street

Michael Williams

Cory Breth

Brandon Street

Zach Fletcher

When

Travis Valdez

Danny Humbarger

Tuesday, April 24 from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m.

Bethoveen Amett
Adam Meinerding

Live Muzik

801 & 803 Fifth St.
2 Bdrm unfurnished apartments with balconies or patios. FREE
WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident
pay electric & gas heat. $450 per month for a12 month lease.

••IVYWOODAPTS.'*
lBdrms./Studios
1556CloughSt

843 Sixth St.

One Pay Only!
SI99 moves you in

2 Bdrm 2 Bath apt Dishwasher & central air.
Close to campus. $450 per month.

320 Elm St.

Studios

f One Bedrooms 7
•

317 Manville

from $480

419-352-7691

cormoranlo.com

1 Bdrm located in a ranch style court yard.
Close to campus. Very quiet living.
$350 per month.

•

EHO%
*

•some restriction* apply

*.*.4

Affordable,
transferable
education

&£c^(M}UAA/ tc^uZO/ Ctfy...

Put your summer months to good use!
Study online or at one of our convenient
satellite centers near you.
Classes are transferable to Bowling Green State University in the tall.

Only
$147 per
credit
hour

332 SOUTH MAIN ST.
PO BOX 26
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

Summer Session I (8 weeks) June 4 - July 29
Summer Session II (first 5 weeks) June 4 - July 8
Summer Session III (Second 5 weeks) July 9 - August 12
Summer Session IV(W weeks) June 4 ■ August 12
»lining lor all summer sessions Visit www starkstate i du/summa

I STARK STATE COLLEGE

RENTALS

6200 Frank Ave. N.W. • North Canton

330-494-6170 • 1-800-797-STARK (797-8275)
www.starkstate.edu

PHONE (419) 352-5620
FAX
(419)352-1166
E-MAIL newloveinfoanewloverentals.com
WEB SlTEhttp^Avww.niwIovarantals.com

I

*
•*
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from $365

2 Bdrm furnished apt. Very spacious.
Free water & sewer. Resident pay electric & gas heat.
$560 per month.
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Get the
brooms out

NATHAN ELEKONICH
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JOE COOPER takes a swing from the fairway. The Falcons will end their season in Lafayette. Ind

Men's golf to end
season on the road
By Nick Ju.k.wyci
Reporter

GILUANHAHSON | THE BG NEWS

PAIGE BERGER. 8G first basemarutands ready for a ball coming het way. Berger was one of the players that led the Falcons' offense against EKU

BG sweeps Eastern Kentucky University, Yoho, Berger help offense shine
By Ethan Euttrwood
Reporter

Katie Yoho and Paige Berger
stepped up with impressive batting performances as the Falcons
Softball team managed to sweep
Eastern Kentucky in its Wednesday
doubleheader.
Bowling Green hosted the
Colonels to conclude their eightgame home streak, and defeated
them with scores of 5-2 and 6-1
respectively.
Yoho led the Falcons in game
one, going a perfect 2-for-2 at the
plate while picking up a walk and a
run. Jamie Kertes did well from the
mound, striking out six and only
allowing three hits, to earn the win.

The Falcons followed their trend
and jumped on top early in the first
inning with two runs on just one
hit. Hannah Fulk was hit by a pitch
before being moved to third off of a
sacrifice bunt. Her aggressive base
running allowed her to run home
off of a passed ball during another
Falcon walk. Shelby Fink singled
the other run home to conclude
the inning and give the team their
early 2-0 lead.
An error and another couple
of walks allowed the Falcons to
score two more runs in the second
inning as well.
BG would add Yoho's run in the
fifth inning thanks to her single
followed by a wild pitch and another single from Erika Stratton. The

Colonels would add two runs of
their own in the sixth, but were
unable to rally giving the Falcons
game one with a score of 5-2.
The Falcons would continue
their momentum in game two
thanks to Paige Berger's great four
RBI game.
This time Eastern Kentucky
struck first by scoring a run in
the first inning off of three hits.
This would prove to be their only
run of the game as the Falcons
would rally.
Starting in the second inning,
the Falcons tied the game 1-1 on
two hits, and then they added a
See SOFTBALL I Pane 9

The BG men's golf team will conclude its regular season in West
Lafayette, Ind. for the Boilermaker
Invitational April 21 and 22.
This will conclude the threegame Big Ten stretch for the
Falcons before they head to the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships in the beginning
of May.
Ranked 48th in the nation,
Purdue will host the 54-hole event
at the Birck Boilermaker Golf
Complex on the Kampen Course.
The event will begin with 36 holes
on Saturday with an 8:45 a.m. shotgun start, and the final 18 holes
will also take place with the same
format on Sunday.
There will be several ranked
teams in this year's Boilermaker
Invitational which looks to have
greater competition than last
year's event. Joining the Falcons
and Boilermakers that are ranked
in the top-50 are No. 21 Kent State,
No. 25 Iowa, No. 30 Wichita State,
No. 34 TCU, No. 35 Illinois and
No. 43 Indiana. Other teams in

the field include Akron, Creighton,
Drake, Eastern Michigan, Loyola
(HI.), Michigan State, Miami
(Ohio), Northern Illinois, Toledo
and Wisconsin.
The Boilermakers are the
defending champions of the event;
they posted an 877 that beat Idaho
and BG by 12 and 14 shots respectively. Adam Schenk from Purdue
won the event individually with a
213 in 2011, but will not be starting for the team this weekend. Ben
Engle of IUPUI came in second,
but IUPUI will not be returning to
the Boilermaker Invitational this
weekend. That leaves BG's Parker
Hewit who came in third last year
with a 217 (71-75-71).
Other Falcon golfers had
top-20 finishes last year at the
Boilermaker Invitational, including Drew Preston who finished in
1 lth place with a 222 (73-77-72). He
is looking to bounce back after a
rough Kepler Intercollegiate tournament last weekend. Also finishing in the top-20 last year for the
Falcons were Wes Gates and Chris
See MEN'S | Page 9

BG Baseball away, face Miami in conference matchup
By The BG News Sports Staff

8YRONMACK I THE BO NEWS

TJ. LOSSY. BG catcher, adjusts his mask before the next batter steps up and the next pitch is thrown

The BG baseball team will be back in
conference action this weekend as it
takes on Miami on the road.
Dating back to April 10 against
Michigan the Falcons have won four
of five games, including taking two of
three games from conference-leading
Kent State this past weekend.
Entering the weekend set, the
Falcons and RedHawks are tied
for fourth in the Mid-American

SOCIAL MEDIA

FOOTBALL
"8e77»eMafc/V
The Football team is hosting "Get in the Game, Save a Life" program in the
Union on Mon. April 23 from 9am.-3p.rn. The program is aimed at boosting the
ranks of potential marrow donors on the Be The Match Registry. People with
leukemia, rymphoma and other life-threatening diseases depend on it
ft

Conference East Division with 4-8 conference records. They trail Kent State
by six games.
The Falcons and RedHawks are
also in a three-way tie, along with
Ball State, for ninth in the conference.
Only eight teams qualify for the MAC
Tournament
Like BG, Miami has not been
able to hit for much power this
season. As a team, the RedHawks
have hit only eight home runs on

!

BG News Sports

I

the season in 37 games.
However, four of those home runs
have come from outfielder Bryce
Redeker. He has started every game
this season and also leads the team
with 32 RBI a 507 slugging percent
and 17 walks.
Instead Miami has relied more on
speed and small ball to score runs.
See BASEBALL | Page 9
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Track to compete in All-Ohio
By Alax Krampasky
Reporter

JANELLE CAMPBELL BG sprint* races a Toledo participant down the final stretch.

The Falcons are headed south to Miami
University to participate in the All-Ohio
track meet.
All of Ohio's Division 1
universities will be hitting the road to participate in the meet. This
will be the last Division
I meet until the MidAmerican
Outdoor
Championships
May
10-12.
This week the MidAmerican Conference
named its All-MAC
Academic teams, which
included one athlete

9

and three honorable
mentions for BGSU.
Junior Abby Koch was
the lone Falcon to make
the All-MAC Academic
team. Senior Saisha
Gaillard, junior Taylor
Stichter, and junior
Allison Weimer received
honorable mentions.
The All-Ohio meet is
the third to last meet
until the Mid-American
Conference championships. They will make
trips
to
Hillsdale,
Michigan
for
the
Hillsdale College Gina
Relays on April 26 and
to Ashland, Ohio for the
Ashland Alumni Open
on April 27.
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The women's golf team
finished in a fifth-place
tie at the Dolores Black
Falcon Invitational last
weekend.
The Falcons shot a 324
on Saturday and a 325 on
Sunday for a total of 649.
Shelby Wilson was the
top performer for BG, carding a 155 in the two rounds.
She finished tied for fourth,
a career-best.
Bailey Arnold tied for
22nd place with a 163,

and Patricia Holt tied for
29th place with a 164. Amy
Ruthenberg and Kelsey
Benson tied for 37th, each
shooting 167. Benson
played as an individual for
the tournament.
The
University
of
Indianapolis won the team
championship with a score
of 626, with Oakland finishing 10 shots back in second.
Mid-American Conference
rival Ohio University shot a
639 for third.
TheMACChampionships
begin on Friday, April 27th
in Fishers, Ind.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Women's golf finishes fifth in invitationa
By Clay Laaar
Reporter
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BAILEY ARNOLD watches nervously after she putts her ball into the hole
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"YOUR SEARCH IS OVER"
At the corner of Clough and Mercer
One Block South of Campus

Turn your old, unwanted clothes into new threads
by selling them at Plato's Closet. Items that don't

UNIVE1SITY
VILLAGE &

fit your body or style, or that you simply don't
wear anymore, can be sold at Plato's for cash on
the spot. At Plato's Closet, you'll be able to find

UNIVUSTY
COtlTS

many gently used items that you could find at any
mall, only much cheaper. Better yet, you'll be sure
to find many unique items that would be nearly
impossible to find at any mall.

PLATES
Like Us on Facebook
114 West South Boundary
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
(419)873-8600
platosclosettoledo.com

CLOSET

Monday - Saturday
10:00 am-9:00 pm
Sunday:
12:00 pm -6:00pm

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Valuable Utility Package included in your rent
- Gas (heating and cooking) - Water, Sewer, and Trash Removal - *77 Channel Time Warner Cablevision* • Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• "Tenant Friendly" Management • Affordable
• 24 hr. Emergency Maintenance • Convenient
VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A MODEL
OFFICE: 1520 Gout* Si.
EM \ll: renials@universiiyaparimenis.ur.

(419)352-0164

w-ww.univcrsityapartmenis.us

SUMMER LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE!-

GREENBRIAR, INC.

b

!

•.in si. 352-1171':

SPORTS
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BYRON MACK I IHEBGNfWS
MATTHEW PITZULO BG second baseman catches the runner and tags him out at second base The Falcons will play Miami of Ohio on the road next.

BASEBALL
From Page 7
Three RedHawks — Redeker,
Matt Honchel and Ryan
Brenner — have attempted
double digit steals.

They have not always met
success on the basepaths, however. Miami has only been successful on 61.9 percent of stolen
base attempts this season.
While the Falcons have been
strong at home this season,
posting an 8-2 record, they
have not met much success

away from Stellar Field. This is
especially true in conference
games, where BG is 0-6 in road
MAC; games.
Man Malewitz will pitch
Friday's game for BG, while
Ethan McKenney will start
Saturday. Coach Danny
Schmitz has yet to determine a

starter for Sunday's game, with
Andrew Iacinak and Cody
Apthorpe out with injuries.
Friday's game is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m., with
Saturday's game scheduled for a 3 p.m. start and
Sunday's game scheduled to
begin at I p.m.

NATHAN ElEKONICH ! MfiOMrt)
DREW PRESTON watches intensely as he waits for his ball sink into the hole.

MEN'S

Dye. The Kampen Course
has also hosted several
events, including both the
Men's and Women's Big Ten
Championships, the NCAA
Women's Championships
and the Indiana Open. It is
also ranked fourth on the
Golf Channel's top-10 college courses.
BG will get almost two
weeks off before the MAC
Championships that will be
hftt..iMnwMiwve, 11L on
May 4-6.

From Page 7

Melvin who shot 228's to finish tied for 20th.
The Kampen Course at
the Birck Boilermaker Golf
Complex tips out at 7,465
yards for a par 72 track.
The links style course has a
.course rating of 75.9 with a
.slope of 143 that was designed
T>y famc*iSn9«tnTtect Pete

2 Miles From Campus
Summer Rates Available

5x5

SOFTBALL
From Page 7

Berger solo home run in the
third to give them the lead.
This was Berger's fourth
home run of the season and
27th of her career, now giving her ownership of second
place in career home runs.
This puts her just five shy of
the record.
The Falcons would add
four mqte insurance tuns in
the fifth inning off of three

Check out our website

•Carports
>Ai, Conditioning

www.meccabg.com

saw-

thru

10x3
Call for Student Discount

hits. Berger came to the
plate with bases loaded and
hit a double that cleared the
bases, scoring three runs
and giving the Falcons the
6-1 victory.
Paris Imholz shut down
the Colonels for the game,
not allowing a single hit
after the fifth inning and
only allowing one run.
BG moves to 27-16, finishing their home stand with a
6-2 record. The Falcons will
travel to Toledo to face their
rivals Saturday and Sunday
to continue MAC play.

See us on Facebook
Management Inc.

(419,601-1483 ^JS*,

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH
419.353.5800

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
11 Mill Til

d Loc

2012-2013

AVAILABLE

We have Efficiencies,
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished
are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available
on-line and in rental office.

STOP!

WHA7...Beyond BG Senior Celebration
WSSIf... Monday, April 23rd from 8:00-10:00 p.m.
^KJ

by our office & pick up
the New Listings

Quality Service, Quality Housing

V

"5515—\nyone and Everyone

Check Us Out
On Facebook I

5?5^i?.. .Bowcn"Thompson Student Union Grand Ballroom

-NHl.... I„ celebrate the accomplishments of 2012 graduating seniors
and welcome them into the Alumni Association
• Announce the 2012 Outstanding Senior Award
• Present the 2012 "Once a Falcon, Always a Falcon"
Scholarship
Announce the 2012 Tuition Raffle Winners

•■ II I I "...■ II II

:; I'D"!" :: ■ ■

319 E Woostei Streel
Hui,is
Monday to Fi (la i ■
I
sa.tii'da
419 354 2260 | www johnnewloverealestate.com

455 S. Summit St.

$815.00

304 N. Summit

$675.00

330 N. Church

ft

$575.00

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Three bedroom houses
• Great locations

CAMPUS

10 cnday. April 20 - Sunday. Apnl 22.2012

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Sorority makes a splash
Delta Gama sorority sets up dunk tank to raise funds for Service for Sight
Photos by Abbi Park | The BG News

ASHLEY WATT after gating dunked oplains hew ha sotonty Delta Gamma are raising nxwy fa tta philanthropy Sav«W Sight Donate

Shamrock Village
Condominiiis • Storage • Stmlios

§4 Students
*g
check out

Shamrock Studios

f ,n

kiM:
-ISB
—7//
SORORITY members volunteered to be dunked by students and event atendees
in order to raise funds and awareness for blindness.

•Summer, s«me$terLor3
•Laundry faeffitesj
•Catsaltowed
• Slow flflyu, microwye. 26" TV
• Includes cable, gas, electric, water,
•Outdoorpool use
•Fully furnished
v:££^" •£»:>,;
•No pat fee

Preferred
Properties Co.
mmniM.

SPRING
Signing Special

«"-*H,yrS!

Bring in this ad and receive
$10 on monthly rental rate on a
new 1 year or 9 month leasel
■II signed by April 30th

Other Locations

le, rented by the
For more info visit
SHAMROCKBG.COM
or email:
infoushamrockbg.com

linJiwood
HtMIl

'MMWUMM
••*CMMMapalT

Fox Run Apte.
Piedmont Aptt.
Birchwood lemell pet ellowed)
' Bedroom & Efficiency. Houeee

NOW RENTING

2012-2013
School Year

1724E. WOOSTER 419-354-0070

ZACHARY CUDIFF paid Jl per ball to "dunk a DG,"

OFFICE HOURS:

Summer sndfmftf

^L^o

"THIS IS the first time ouf chapta has brought a dunking tank to Bowling Green, we

l—mvil&bh
^^^
'BE VV
pr**»rw<)rop»rttttoo.oom

>V>

recieved this idea from another Delta Gamma chapter to help bring non-greeks into our
fundrasmg event" (not pictured above) -Lame Kepa. president of Deka Gamma.

WE ALSO OFFER:
Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking)
Free High Speed Internet
Free Basic Cable
Free Resident Shuttle
Air Conditioning
Free DVD Library

>
>
>
>
>

24 Hr Maintenance
3 Laundromats
2 Swimming Pools
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts
Free Water & Trash

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
A PARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.wlnthropterrace.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat & Sun 11am-3pm
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

b

CLASSIFIEDS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will noi knowingly
accepl advert isrmems lh«t discriminate, or encourage dltcrlmInadon agalmi any individual or
group on ihe bu&U of race, sex.
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally protected status.

Campus Events
Summer Jobs at BGSU & nearby!
What are you doing this summer?
Consider enrolling for summer
classes and working part-time!
Log in to WorkNet via MyBGSU to
view more than 130 jobs located
on campus and within 30 miles of
BG. Get ahead or catch up taking summer classes can help!

Help Wanted

For Rent

FT babysitter needed for children
6 & under, early childhood major
or prior preschool/daycare exp
pret bethmaurer@yahoo.com

1 BR apts, near campus.
Avail Fall 2012, $475/mo. utils mcl
Call 419-352-5882.

Local Band seeks keyboard
player. Respond to:
BGRythm@gmail.com

Help Wanted
COLLEGE PRO is now hiring
painters all across the state to
work outdoors w/other students.
Earn $3k-5k. Advancement
opportunities + internships.
Call 1-888-277-9787 or
www.collegepro. com
Construction help wanted,
Ilex hours, drivers license req.
Call 419-308-2456 tor more into
Exterior Painters
East & Westside Cleveland
Vehicle Required
216-291 -2422 to set up interview

FT leasing agent needed for
apartment complex.
Fax resume to 419-353-6398
GREAT SUMMER JOB!
Need 4-6 people, male or female
(18 yrs +) for housekeeping and
various duties for vacation home
rentals on Middle Bass Island.OH
On site housing available at
reasonable cost. Hours vary,
$10mr as independent contractor
to clean condominums 4 cabins,
between rentals, bath house
daily, & condominium common
areas, such as outside entrance.
elevator and walkways, under
supervision of on site manager.
Approx. June 6 - Aug. 16.2012
Respond via email:
mbirents@gmail.com
or call 216-244-2057

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun loving
counselors to teach all land,
adventure, & water sports.
Call 888-844-8080 or
apply at: campcedar.com
SUMMER JOBS
IN CLEVELAND AREA
Our national media call center
has openings for go-getters at
$10 OOAiour + profit sharing.
staff averages $13 00. Choose
morning or evening hours or
flexible hours. Casual attire.
Ideal for journalism, business,
or communication students.
Middleburg Heights office.
Call today, start when you get
home for the summer.
440 885-2702
Topless exotic dancers wanted,
must be 18, Call after 8pm,
no exp. Call 419-332-2279.
Winthrop Terrace now hiring
FT Leasing Agent.
Fax resume to: 419-353-6398.

Th« Lucky On* PG-13
•(11:M| •(tli) **M 7:15 I

For Rent

Th» Thf.t Stoofoi PG
'(11:56) '(??!) '4:50 7:70 950
I Reunion R
'(100) -440 7:00 10 00
Titanic 3D PG-13
•117.151 "430 150

V

1,1 ■:
'117701
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The Daily Crossword Fix

I Bowling,Green

brought to you by

Kidzwatch ■ both centers now
hiring FT & PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: into@kidzwatch.nel

Personals

Foday, Apnl 20 ■ Sunday, April & 2012 11

"houses 8 apis almost lull 12-13,
321 E Merry. 5/6 BR, 6 allowed
300 block Merry 1S2br apls-$450.
Avail 1 sem or summer only lease
Also very close apis, rms & eftlc.
cartyrentals com / 419-353-0325

\<* »"|£WoV6om dptiiiiwnts
. FtMHeat & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly1
(419)353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts com

2012-13 S.Y. Leases:
2 upper apts in house w< shared
bath, $275/mo S $350/mo.
Call 419-601 -3225 lor more info!
2BR apts, W/D. close to
campus & downtown, very nice!
Available in August, $6i0/mo
121 E. Court St, 419-352-0300.
2BR house - nice! Near campus,
Avail Fall, $750/mo.
Call 419-352-5882.
3 BR house lor rent, includes
W/D. very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800.
3 BR house w/ bonus room,
avail June1 $1100/mo + utils.
Call 419-654-5716
3BR apl, near campus/downtown
Avail Fall, $800/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882.
3BR house. 2 baths, Irg kilchen,
A/C, W/D hookup, $795/mo
Avail Aug. call 419-266-5538
4BR houses. 2 car garage,
W/D. AC, 1yr lease,
avail May or Aug. $1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton. 138 Williams
Call or text 419-654-9512
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1000/mo.
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease.
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584.
Avail Aug 2012. close to campus.
2BR house. S750/mo + utils,
3BR apt, $550/mo + utils,
2BR apt. $325/mo + utils.
Call 419-308-2458 lor more inlo.
BG Apts - 818 S 822 2nd St,
2BR apts available May/August.
$490-$500/mo +utils. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartmenta.com
419-3624917
Large 4BR house with 3 living
rooms, newly remodeled! W/D,

1— ■
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ACROSS
I Natural liniment

II Beliefs
15 MacLeish work inspired by a
treatise published circa 18 B.C.
16 'The Grapes of Wrath* traveler
17 Decent sort
18 Turner of records
19 Rubble creator
20 WWII leadership monogram
21 Picks up
23 Like many poll questions
25 'Paradise Lost' figure
28 Period in a sonnet
29 Without getting excited
31 Govt. benefits provider
32 Bleep
35 Saute
36 Golfer's concern
37 Mexican salamander
39 The States, to Mexicans
41 Reunion attendees
42 Word of awe

PRFGNANCV^ENTEIt

|T7n TT- ITi—1
1 Toady?
2 Castle seen in 'The Whirl of
Life"
3 USAF E-6 s
4 Apple core, briefly
5 Keep
6 Command
7 Idle
8 First hall of an indirect
course?
9 Antique French coin
10 Dylan hit originally written
for "Midnight Cowboy'
11 Speck
34 Unftnished business
12 Getaway that gives
36 Falcon-headed god
you a lift
38 Longtime Mississippi
13 Where Brooklyn Park
senator
Bad sign for one
14 Eel-like marine reptiles
seeking a shortcut
22 Ethyl ending
Unnamed woman
24 Nobellst Bohr
"That feels great!'
26 Boxer's cry
Inn choice
27 Weary
These. In Tijuana
30 Basketball formation
Bridget Riley genre
with numerous play
Nasal passages
options
Modern dialogue unit
32 Office gadget
One who's with you
33 Ontologlst's concern
Humanities degs.
Plugs
Helmsman's hdg.

»

44 Main arteries
45 Sudanese leader?
46 'Age before beauty!*
48 _-Julle: Montreal suburb
49 Media workers' org.
50 Employ against, as tear gas
54 Develop canines, say
56 Welcome site
58 Jacuzzi setting
59 Last Stuart monarch
60 Participant in an annual event
since 1951
64 Year of Alexander V's death
65 Dude ranch problem
66 Nuisance
67 They require discussions
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Think
tntnK you
you may
may oe
be pregnantr
pregnant? See
see us
us to
10 discuss your options.
www.bgpc.org

.wttfi
Bowlinq Green
^j^*"r PRFGNANCY^CENTER

help@bgpc.org

'CENTER

(419)354-4673

441 Frazee Ave. Suite A

Bowling Green, OH 43402

3 bths. 2 fireplaces, hot tub, 50"
plasma TV. Call 419-494-8208
Lrg. nice 3BR, 943 N. Prospect.
.W/D, attached garage, 3 student
max occup, $650/mo +utils.
Avail May, call 419-601-0781.
May -12 month leases
230 N Enterprise -1br - $365/mo
818 Second St - 2br - $500/mo
August -12 month leases
415 E. Court -1br-S330/mo.
605 Fifth - 2br - $390/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
418-352-8917

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Ell. i & 2 BR apts, Spring & Fall,
Call G L Rentals at 419-354-9740
or qhoverson@woh.rr.com

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU,
Uhaul available.
ShamrockBG.com. 419-354-0070

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available August 2012
Some pet friendly.
Lease req, Excellent Condition!
812 Third Street - $800/mo,
131 Church Street - $750/mo.
606 Fifth Street - $750/mo
For more info call 419-308-2458

Must see! 3BR apt. 1 bath, newer
carpet, small pets ok, avail Aug.
Call 216-337-6010.

Now & May -leases avail 12 mos
220 Napoleon-1br-$375 *elec
Avail now!
130 E Washington-2br -$650+ulil.
May rates reduced! Space limited!
Avail May 1 st!
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE! ' Call 419-354-6036 tor more info
2 & 3 BR apts &lownhousas. leases for May & August,
Rooms avail in Aug, up to 3 ppl,
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
$230 S $245/mo t-utils S College
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com
Call 419-376-3502 for more info

Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester & yearly
leases, starting at $425, includes:
all util. cable, fully lu.nished. WIFI.
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

Southside Storage, 993 S Main,
has units available for summer!
419-353-8206, fiterentals com

Special Notices

Bartending, up to $300/day.
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.

Call for Rent Discounts &
Deposit Specials! Good through 4/30/12
We offer the largest selection of apartments and houses close to
campus and downtown. Call today!

*.
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CAPABILITY

TO YOUR RESUME.
THE 2012 JEEP COMPASS AND JEEP PATRIOT

<t ¥?f\f\ COLLEGE GRADUATE

^500 BONUS CASH

$1l3\J\J\J
oooCA5H
ALLOWANCE
AS YOU SAY ADIOS TO COLLEGE LIFE AND HELLO TO A NEW SET OF CHALLENGES, YOUR LOCAL
JEEP DEALER WANTS TO START YOU OFF IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION WITH THIS GREAT OFFER ON
THE EFFICIENT AND CAPABLE JEEP COMPASS AND JEEP PATRIOT. BOTH GET UP TO 29 HWY MILES
PER GALLON

AND ARE ENGINEERED TO HELP YOU OVERCOME LIFE'S MANY OBSTACLES.

Jeep
JEEP.COM/COLLEGE/GLBC
.■
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